Concerned about climate change? Want to ‘do something’ but not sure what?

Please take part every week in this one-minute silent ‘strike’: at 11am every Thursday just stop wherever you are to imagine a better future.

To build this up together, as well as stopping for a minute, please:

- Speak to your friends and ask them to join in with you the next week.
- On social media? Post or tweet “At #11thHourForClimate lets #ImagineFor1Minute” at some time every Thursday, week on week; the ‘hashtags’ get counted. You are welcome to say more! Share what you imagined during your minute?
- Follow our ‘11thhourforclimate’ pages on Facebook or LinkedIn

Why…

… this ‘strike’? We know there are so many ordinary people – like us – who are concerned about climate change. Governments need to act – but they need our support: it is up to us to give them courage to act. This is a simple way we can show together that we care.

… so urgent? The evidence is clear. The earth is already 1°C warmer. The consequences are being felt. The international aim is to stop at 1.5°C, but we are not on track to achieve this. It may sound extreme, but even with the commitments made so far, much of the Earth will become uninhabitable for many species – including us – in our children’s lifetime.

… government action? Doing ‘our bit’ is not enough. There are solutions, but they need widespread changes. Together we can give strength to governments so that they act.

See where people are striking around the world – yellow pins, thanks to https://fridaysforfuture.org
Still not sure if it’s such a big issue? Read a 2-page summary: http://tinyurl.com/y4bfmkfp
Listen to a 10 min radio interview 18 Aug 2020: http://tinyurl.com/yysfc62g